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 [From 1st Printing (1998) to 2nd Printing (2004)] 
  

N/C means Not Corrected  
C     means corrected  
The 1st Printing has double wire spiral vs single plastic spiral in the 2nd printing  

   
Page No   1st Printing   2nd Printing         Comments  
 
 i         N/C        C       Title page has reprint date of 2004 added to   
               lower left corner and Domestic Passenger Cars vs 

Passenger Cars in sub title  
 
 ii        N/C        C       Added reference to other books available 38-39 & 41-48 

Books 
 
 v         N/C        C       Author bio update 
 
 vi         N/C        C       Corrected spelling of Dan Krehbiel’s name. 
 
 14         N/C        C       Added additional text to 1st paragraph in left column in 

the tenth line after “the stanchions.”  This change from 
the 35 design to the 36 design stanchion seems to have 
been evolutionary with no change to the basic 48-
711210/11 part number.  1935 Body Parts books call for 
the 48-711210/11 part number while 1936 Body Parts 
books call out 48-711210/11-B for the 36 model year. 

 
 25         N/C        C       In the 6th line from the bottom of the left hand column 

replace “Taupe” with “Tan” 
 
 27         N/C        C       The 2 pillar detail photos were lighted up. 
 
 30         N/C        C       In the 1935 Production Colors chart, the wheel color was 

changed from “Apple Green” to “Medium Apple Green” 
 
 32         N/C        C       Color chart page was redone. Pinstripe colors were 

grouped together. 
 
 39         N/C        C       The last paragraph in right column was expanded to 

include the following: “Some of the gearshift knobs on 
very early 35 Fords were similar to the 37 knobs without 
the V-8 logo. They were a smooth flattened oval shape.” 
The incorrect reference to “Rustic” brown was corrected 
to read “Russet” brown. 
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Page No   1st Printing   2nd Printing         Comments  
 

40         N/C        C       The 1st sentence left column the incorrect reference to 
“Rustic” brown was corrected to read “Russet” brown. 

 
50         N/C        C       Fabric description top of page:  Corretion to Wide Wale 

Bedford Cord spelling. 
 
65         N/C        C       Fabric swatches enlarged and lightened slightly. 
 
102         N/C        N/C       Left Photo caption in left column should read 40-12127 
 
106          N/C        C       2nd paragraph in left column expanded to include the 

following:  “There is some evidence that Ford may have 
used an outside supplier for some of these supports, 
particularly for replacement stock.  When that was the 
case, these parts could have been painted black.”  Also 
insert the word “Generally” at the beginning of the 
sentence “These supports were painted engine color . . . 
etc.” 

 
121        N/C        N/C       Last line in last paragraph of right column should say 

“New Haven Company” not Waltham. 
 
124         N/C        C       1st paragraph in left column, 4th line down should be 

“(Part No. 48-18575)” 
 
156         N/C        C       Above the last paragraph in right column  .clip captions 

properly centered. 
 
 

Updated January 2009 
END 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


